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SIMPLICITY STOOLS
DENTALEZ EQUIPMENT

The Simplicity Stools 
have a broad caster 
base and five casters to 
improve stability during 
position changes. There  
is complete mobility to 
allow movement around 
the patient’s head, 
minimizing stressful 
positions. The easy 
height adjustment allows 
relaxed positions for 
multiple operators while 
maintaining visual access 
to the oral cavity. Assistant Stool with Body 
Support.

Assistant Stool 
4404128 [3554-203]
4404129 Ultra Leather [3554-203U]

Operator Stool
4404134 [3554-202]
4404135 Ultra Leather [3554-202U]

2000 ECONOMY STOOLS
WESTAR 

The Doctor’s stool has a back that adjusts 
vertically and horizontally, while the Assistant’s 
torso support adjusts vertically and swings into 
position. The height adjusts easily with the touch 
of a paddle. There is an adjustable foot ring on the  
Assistant’s stool. The stools include a five point 22”  
plastic base and dual wheels with barrel casters.

Doctor’s Stool
5660025 [2000-103-1]

Assistant’s Stool
5660026 [2000-102-1]

GENERATION STOOLS
DENTALEZ EQUIPMENT

The Generation Stools are 
ergonomically engineered 
to enable users to position 
themselves properly for 
virtually any procedure 
while minimizing stresses 
or strains related to the 
dental practice. The broad 
caster base and five 
casters improve stability 
during position changes. 
There is complete mobility 
to allow movement 
around the patient’s head, 
minimizing stressful positions. 

Assistant Stool with Back and Body Support
4404116  [3554-201]
4404117  Ultra Leather [3554-201U]

Assistant Stool w/Backrest
4404104 [3554-200]
4404105 Ultra Leather [3554-200U]

Assistant Stool with Body Support
4404110 [3554-199]
4404111 Ultra Leather [3554-199U]

Operator Stool
4404122 [3554-198]
4404123 Ultra Leather [3554-198U]

STARDENTAL/ 
DENTALEZ

WESTAR

UNIVERSAL ELBOW 
SUPPORT
DENTALEZ EQUIPMENT

The Universal Elbow Support is a 
free-motion elbow support that 
attaches to any stool cylinder and 
supports the elbow of the dental 
professional without limiting 
movement or interfering with the  
procedure. It is designed to reduce 
muscular tension and fatigue, the 
free motion dual elbow support system features 
free moving, height-adjustable elbow support that 
follow your every move without restriction, yet 
provides total support and stability for your arms 
and shoulders.

Black
4404103 [3625-774BL]
4404102 2/Set [3625-774BL]

5000 ULTRA STOOLS
WESTAR 

Elegance and distinction in affordable luxury. 
These stools have a classic look of contoured lines  

and leather. The seating is adjustable to multiple 
positions with an easy to reach paddle, which 
reduces fatigue. The lumbar support is large and  
adjust vertically as well as horizontally. The 
doctor’s seat is large and comfortably contoured 
reducing pressure points while the Assistant’s 
torso support micro adjusts vertically and ratchets 
easily into position. The body support has special 
high density foam for added comfort.

Doctor’s Stool
5660011 [2000-104-1]

Assistant’s Stool
5660171 [2000-105-1]

HEALTH CHAIR
MAGNIFIED VIDEO DENTISTRY

The Health Chair’s 
patented double-
backed design, easily 
adjust to the unique 
contour of your body.It 
features fully adjustable 
back supports, 
adjustable height, and 
adjustable arm rest that 
really support you and 
the way you work.

4615008 Health Chair

MAGNIFIED VIDEO  
DENTISTRY

Z-7 ULTRASONIC CLEANER
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby’s Ultrasonic Cleaners 
are constructed from high 
quality stainless steel and  
include EMI filters. The  
solid state circuitry delivers  
more power for greater 
cleaning efficiency. The 
built in timer and sweep style technology are state  
of the art. The unit is compatible with L&R 
accessories and come with a 2.5 year warranty.

9537750 

ULTRASONIC  
CLEANERS

Z-21 ULTRASONIC CLEANER
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby’s Z-21 Ultrasonic Cleaning Unit is 
constructed of a high quality stainless steel and 
solid state circuitry. This circuitry delivers more 
power for greater cleaning efficiency. Each unit 

DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY 
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